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INTRODUCTION
“Adults want to learn with pleasure, in a creative and
interesting way!”
Adults want to learn with pleasure, participating creatively in building their own knowledge.
From this point of view, it is important to create opportunities to involve them in promoting
learning in a creative and interactive way. In this context, new methods, techniques and
approaches could be introduced. One of them are: Photo-voice, storyboard and video
storytelling.

PHOTO VOICE
Photovoice is a participatory method used in a process where people can identify, represent,
and improve their community through a specific photographic technique. It is a visual
research methodology that puts cameras into the participants' hands to help them to
document, reflect upon, and communicate issues of concern, while stimulating social change.
Images in photos are used as a tool to deconstruct problems by asking meaningful questions
in a community to find actionable solutions. Moreover, photos are used to bring people
together, participants can take photos, ask other people about images in photos, etc. It is
important tool to build community, build good relationships, among member etc.
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STORYBOARD
Storyboard is a research instrument from the cinematic tradition that uses the arrangement
of visual elements that represent a narrative. It is built through a sequence of planes (blank
squares), which are grouped together on the same page and which allows one to think in
sequence. From a practical point of view, teaching with storyboards can help instructors to
quickly convey complex ideas to their students – often much faster than writing or even
speaking. They can also help to remove barriers that might exist in schools where native
language may not be the primary language spoken by some students.
Moreover, by engaging students to make their own storyboards and then utilizing technology
to bring them to life, many classrooms are teaching students digital storytelling skills that are
likely to become increasingly important over time.1

VIDEO STORYTELLING
Video storytelling has several benefits in the process of education and learning. It helps to:
 establish connections between the content and to organise the information;
 it promotes an emotional implication that allows messages to be interpreted more quickly
and in a deeper way;
 it encourages critical thinking based on the reflections of stories;
 it develops social skills such as active listening and empathy.

Briggs, Saga. 2013. Using Storyboards In Education. https://www.opencolleges.edu.au/informed/teacher-resources/usingstoryboards-in-education/ (access 24.11.2021).
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According to the different research studies, digital storytelling, photo-voicing and storyboard
which combines the art of storytelling, photograph skills, design, writing skills with a variety
of interactive media tools can benefit adult learning in a variety of ways. It has been found to
encourage and motivate students and at the same time enhance effective collaboration.

AIM OF THE MODULE 3
The focus of the module 3 is on understanding and using the media-based
methodologies as a creative tools to engage adults with lower levels of education in
learning opportunities.
The third module includes:
 Approaches, new methods and techniques to acquire new knowledge, competences
and skills in a creative and interactive way.
 Knowledge of the use of photo voice, storyboarding and video storytelling as teaching
methods for acquiring media literacy.
 Introduction of other skills related to design, writing, and drawing for the benefit of
adult learning.
 Knowledge to practice creativity, interactive communication, cultural competency, and
ethical and emotional awareness.

The program is designed for adult and community educators and cultural professionals
who want to empower, encourage, and teach adults media literacy and practice basic
media skills. It provides learning materials for using media-based methods, namely
photo voice, storyboarding, and video storytelling as a new, creative methods for enable
new opportunities for acquire new knowledge and progress in individual and social life.
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KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, COMPETENCES
KNOWLEDGE
Teachers/practitioners will:








get knowledge how to involve Photo-voice, storyboard and video storytelling into
adult education;
learn how to link the process of making photo, stories, videos with media and digital
literacy skills.
understands the significance of using media-based methods in adult education.
be able to describe the principles of using media-based techniques in teaching and
learning.
be able to illustrate understanding of social conventions.
be able to recognise, take into consideration and work on personal character of
practitioners.

SKILLS:
Teachers/practitioners will:
 get organizational skill for preparing workshops, interviews and other event for making
photos, videos etc.,
 get technology literacy and skills, which can be described as the ability to effectively and
thoughtfully evaluate, navigate, and construct information using a range of digital
technologies to function fluently in a digital world;
 get knowledge to practice creativity;
 get knowledge how to conduct research;
 get interpersonal skills;
 learn personal and social responsibility;
 get skill to practice interactive communication;
 get written skills.

COMPETENCES:
Teachers/Practitioners will:
 know how to understand the meaning behind different images;
 be able to collaboration and communicate in group, practice cultural competency, and get
ethical and emotional awareness;
 boast the knowledge of personal character, straighten personal and social identity, sense of
responsibility, self-awareness;
 know how to boast social norms through collaborative work, problem solving, critical thinking,
creativity, and innovation;
 know how to plan lesson to foster group collaboration, communication, cultural competency,
and ethical and emotional awareness;
 be able to work on self-awareness, straighten personal and social identity, and force feeling
of responsibility.
 know how to utilize skills to evaluate, navigate, and construct information using a range of
digital technologies.
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Teaching programme:
Module: How to Embed Media-Based Methodologies in Adult Education
Programmes
Lectures/workshops:

Teaching hours

1. The takeaways of media-based
practises in teaching and the
advantages of implementing them in
adult education.

1

2. The fundamentals of applying mediabased techniques in education.

1

3. How to embed Photovoice in Adult
Education

2

4. How to embed Storyboarding in
Adult Education

2

5. How to embed Video Storytelling in
Adult Education

2

LESSON PLAN
KEY THEMES:

What are the benefits of using media-based
methodologies in adult education?
How to involve adults in the promotion of creative
and interactive learning through photo-voice,
storyboard and video storytelling?

ACTIVITIES






MATERIALS
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Presentation/Lecture.
Examples of media-based methodologies
included in this training programme to present
the topic.
Practical exercises for learning.
Sources/examples to better understand the
benefits of using media-based techniques in
education.
Work exercises to boast a positive motivation,
collaboration and common work in workshops.

Presentation/infographics, wifi/internet access, videos
(photovoice and video storytelling examples),
storyboard examples, cameras or smartphones with
cameras, pens/pencils, laptops, printer, consent
forms, voice recording app, photo display board,
worksheets, canva app
6

STEP 1
INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION – GAIN ATTENTION
Introduction starts with an the “step forward/backward” ice-breaker activity
The facilitator asks participants to gather in a circle with enough space for them to take steps
forwards and backwards.
In the first part of the icebreaker activity, the facilitator says, "Take a step forward if followed
by a statement”. Participants referring to the statement must take a step forward or
backward as instructed by the facilitator. If the statement is not relevant to the participant,
they must remain in the same position.
Some examples of statements to be made:
You are an adult/community educator or trainer.
You are an arts/cultural sector professional.
You know what digital and media literacy is.
You are digital and media literate.
You know what photovoice/storyboarding/video storytelling is.
You have used photovoice/storyboarding/video storytelling in your trainings.
You are familiar with canva/animaker/powtoon/etc (tools that will be used in the workshops
later).
For the second part of the icebreaker activity, all participants return to their starting positions
in the circle. Each participant, one at a time, steps forward and states an expectation they
have for today's training. The other participants who agree with this expectation must also
take a step forward. They return to their starting position and the next participant steps
forward to state their expectation. Continue with the same steps until all participants have
expressed their expectations.
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STEP 2
THE ADVANTAGES OF MEDIA-BASED
PRACTICES
NEW CONTENT - THE ADVANTAGES OF MEDIA-BASED PRACTICES IN TEACHING
AND THE ADVANTAGES OF IMPLEMENTING THEM IN ADULT EDUCATION.
The facilitator begins by explaining what we mean by media-based methodologies by giving
the following definition of educational media:
“Educational media refers to channels of communication that carry messages with an
instructional purpose. They are usually utilised for the sole purpose of learning and teaching”
(Webcrawler, 2013, as cited in Ritakumari, 2019).
Facilitator then shows and explains examples of educational media either in the form of a
presentation/video or an infographic created as part of the Media4All project, Output 1,
section: information literacy: (Look: https://www.media4all-project.com/).
The facilitator asks participants what they think about the difficulties they have encountered
so far in incorporating media-based technologies into the classroom. Participants can first
share in different groups and have a 5-minute discussion before presenting the main points
to the rest of the class.
The following points can be used to guide the conversation:
 Lack of support and motivation for using technical hardware and software.
 There is a lack of technical assistance when it is required.
 Adult educators/trainers and art and culture professionals not interested in learning
how to use educational media.
 Adult educators/trainers and art and culture professionals being unwilling to relinquish
traditional methods.
 Strict work schedules that do not allow learners to develop or pursue ideas and
interests.
The facilitator divides participants into groups/pairs and asks them what benefits they see in
using such materials and techniques in adult education. He/she gives 5 minutes for the
groups to discuss, and then each group must present what they discussed to the other
participants.
The facilitator can lead the discussion, so the team comes to the following verdicts:
 Media provides cognitive as well as affective experiences. If the scenes contain
substantial emotional content, it can elicit conversation, an evaluation of one's values,
and an assessment of oneself.
 The utilization of media sources helps learners connect with culturally relevant events.
As a result, one advantage of using media is that teachers must maintain their
materials and examples up to date.
 Developing media with students fosters collaboration, accountability, creativity, and
mastery of ideas and concepts. Creating unique material that is instructive, amusing,
and educational does not require a large budget, expensive studio, or advanced
degree.
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To summarise this lecture the facilitator can play this video for the participants:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5JSYT2Ceqmo&t=319s&ab_channel=StephanieZantingh
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STEP 3
APPLYING MEDIA-BASED TECHNIQUES IN
EDUCATION
LECTURE AND PRACTICE - THE FUNDAMENTALS OF APPLYING MEDIA-BASED
TECHNIQUES IN EDUCATION.
Since the benefits of using media-based techniques in adult education have already been
addressed, the facilitator should also introduce some basic principles and considerations that
participants should be aware of.
Facilitator explains:
The fundamentals of media-based learning
Moving on to the actual use of media in an educational setting, we need to establish the
fundamental principles of media-based learning.







The usage of media should be directed by the project’s learning objectives and aims.
The media used are for education purposes and not entertainment.
Understand that the facilitators are educators, not technological experts.
Learners must have access to all media tools for creative learning that are chosen to be
used by the educator, they should not be hindered by the lack of quality resources.
The medium used should reflect the intended audience and purpose of the results.
The most significant media resources are tools for expressing oneself artistically. It is vital
that students learn to critically think on why they are using various media sources and for
what purpose.

Things to consider when using media-based techniques
The use of media requires that the learning objectives of the particular programme be carefully
considered. The teacher must keep these considerations in mind when he/she plans the use of
media in your classroom.
For teacher is important that:
 Start small and once you feel more comfortable, you can explore further.
 Draw a strong connection between what you want your pupils to learn and the media.
 It is critical to offer the appropriate learning environment.
 Be patient; it takes time to successfully integrate media into a course.
 Be prepared; technology does not always function without any issues, so make sure to
have a backup plan. If the media equipment fails, have an alternative available to continue
with your lesson as planned.
 Using media frequently could require more effort.
 Using media diverts attention away from other classroom tasks. Educators must assess if
the media delivers its argument effectively and efficiently enough to justify the usage of
class time spent on information irrelevant to the learning objectives.
 Certain media scenarios may distract certain learners from the theories and concepts
presented.
 Media with inappropriate content ay offend certain students.
 Copyright difficulties that come with utilising media for education. The critical point to
remember is that public display of any material for education purposes is carefully limited,
and the educator must take precautions to preserve the copyright holder’s rights.
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Further readings regarding media-based learning and copyright
Copyright and Digital Teaching Exceptions in the EU: Legislative Developments and
Implementation Models of Art. 5 CDSM Directive.
Copyright and Education in Europe: 15 everyday cases in 15 countries.
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STEP 4
PRACTICAL WORKSHOPS
LECTURE AND PRACTICE 3 - CREATIVITY AND ADULT LEARNING
Introduce Photovoice
The facilitator explains the concept and advantages of photovoice, as well as how this method could
benefit a community.
There are some introductions:
https://ctb.ku.edu/en/table-of-contents/assessment/assessing-community-needs-andresources/photovoice/main
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4933584/
Choosing a topic
The facilitator splits the participants in to pairs and lets them to discuss what topic they want to choose for
their project.

Photography tips
The facilitator shares a short tutorial on how to use cameras/phone cameras chosen for the project along
with some tips on basic photography tips, accompanied with a handout with these tips and tricks.
Take photographs
The facilitator should encourage participants to investigate their topic and take three to six images that
appropriately depict it.
Discussing the photographs
Each participant from each group chooses two of their favourite photos and expresses to the rest of the
group the narrative they want to present through those photographs using the SHOWeD method.
The SHOWeD Method
S - What is Seen here?
H – What is really Happening here?
O – How does this relate to Our lives?
W – Why are things this Way?
e – How could this image educate others?
D – What should be Done about this?
Taking into consideration the discussions amongst the group, the participants will write a short description
of what the final selected photograph represents.
Processing photographs and deciding on how to exhibit them
The next step is to consider whether the photo-voice project will be exhibited online or if a physical
exhibition is preferred. It’s always a good idea to have both digital and physical copies of the
photographs.
An important stage in traditional photovoice is to create an exhibition so participants and invited
policymakers (or anyone interested) may examine all images and descriptions and obtain more specific
information so that required policy changes can be achieved.
For an online exhibition, a Flickr group can be created in which all participants can join, upload their
MEDIA4ALL
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photographs, tag each other and categorise photographs by topics, write titles and descriptions for their
photographs, as well as choose set their albums to private or public so they can share their photographs
with their community.

PRACTICE – Storyboarding Workshop
Allow students to apply knowledge and skills learned.
Introduce Storyboarding
The facilitator explains the concept and advantages of storyboarding and the benefits of using
storyboarding in adult education.
The participants can see the video and all explanations on this web-side:
https://www.linkedin.com/learning/elearning-essentials-storyboarding/benefits-of-storyboarding
Facilitator then explains:
Paper storyboarding VS Online storyboarding
Both paper and online storyboarding have their advantages. A paper template has the benefit of being
immediately available and not requiring a computer or any software. The disadvantage is making changes
is much more difficult than online storyboarding. Moving frames around is very hard, but online
storyboarding simplifies the process significantly.
Using Canva to create templates for storyboarding
1. Open Canva on a web browser or the app on your computer or phone.
2. Browse templates by searching for the keyword “storyboard” or you can create a template from
scratch by creating a new photo collage file.
3. Design and customise your template as much or as little as you want. Canva has several features
that you can use even when using a free account.
4. Once you are done, you can download your storyboard and/or share your design. To do this, click
on the share button on the upper right corner, and then click on the template link. It is crucial you
share the template link only, so when your students start using the template, they don’t alter the
original file of the storyboard template.
Procedure of storyboarding
1. Provide a storyboard template with enough blocks for the students to be able to draw and
with enough room below for captions.
2. Ask students to think the main ideas of a topic they want to work on. Each drawing should
have a short description relevant to what is going on in the drawing.
3. Ask your students to compare their storyboard with their partner or a small group and
MEDIA4ALL
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instruct them to note down what similarities or differences their storyboards might have and
which ideas are more crucial.

PRACTICE – Video Storytelling Workshop
Allow students to apply knowledge and skills learned.
Introduce Video Storytelling
The facilitator explains the concept and advantages of video storytelling and the benefits of using
storyboarding in adult education.
Explainer videos
An explainer video for learning stimulates the student’s imagination and encourages them to be more
creative. Teachers may include explainer video snippets into their courses and discuss them with their
students. These videos often include a voiceover that explains a product, idea or a story along with pictures
that appear on the screen as the video goes on.
Using Powtoon
Main features: animated explainers, whiteboard-style videos, screen and camera recording, voiceover, free
templates, images and music.
Facilitator demonstrates how to use tool.
Using Videoscribe
Main features: animated explainers, whiteboard animation, cartoon videos, free images and music,
professional look.
The facilitator split the participants into groups and allocate them a tool. The groups will have to create an
explainer video on a topic of their choice.
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STEP 5
CONCLUSION
CONCLUSION
At the end of the session the facilitator and participant summarise and link together all topics that have
been covered in this training as well as highlight important points.
The facilitator have to:
 Check for student understanding and inform subsequent instruction
 Emphasise key information
 Tie up loose ends
 Correct students’ misunderstandings
 Preview upcoming topics
 Revisit the expectations that were addressed during the ice-breaker activity and check whether
they have been fulfilled or not.
 Reaffirm the purposed of the training and ask the participants how they will implement the
information in their education programmes/trainings.
After that the students evaluate training based on the “five finger feedback” method.
1. Thumb: Something that went well.
2. Index finger: Something that could be improved.
3. Middle finger: Something that went wrong (negative feedback).
4. Ring finger: Something they would keep from the training.
5. Pinkie finger: Something that fell short/did not get enough attention.
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